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Abstract
A long-standing goal in the realm of Machine Learning is to minimize sample-complexity,
i.e. to reduce as much as possible the number of examples used in the course of learning. The
Active Learning paradigm is one such method aimed at achieving this goal by transforming
the learner from a passive participant in the information gathering process to an active one.
Vaguely speaking, the learner tries to minimize the number of labeled instances used in the
course of learning, relaying also on unlabelled instances in order to acquire the needed informa-
tion whenever possible. The reasoning comes from many real-life problems where the teacher’s
activity is an expensive resource (e.g. text categorization, part of speech tagging). The Query
By Committee (QBC) (Seung et al., Query by committee, Proceedings of the Fifth Workshop
on Computational Learning theory, Morgan Kaufman, San Mateo, CA, 1992, pp. 287–294) is
an Active Learning algorithm acting in the Bayesian model of concept learning (Haussler et al.,
Mach. Learning 14 (1994) 83), i.e. it assumes that the concept to be learned is chosen according
to some <xed and known distribution. Trying to apply the QBC algorithm for learning the class
of linear separators, one faces the problem of implementing the mechanism of sampling hypothe-
ses (the Gibbs oracle). The major problem is computational-complexity, since the straightforward
Monte Carlo method takes exponential time. In this paper we address the problems involved
in the implementation of such a mechanism. We show how to convert them to questions about
sampling from convex bodies or approximating the volume of such bodies. Similar problems
have recently been solved in the <eld of computational geometry based on random walks. These
techniques enable us to device e?cient implementations of the QBC algorithm. We also give
few improvements and corrections to the QBC algorithm, the most important one is dropping
the Bayes assumption when the concept classes possess a sort of symmetry property (which
holds for linear separators). We draw attention to a useful geometric lemma which bounds the
maximal radius of a ball contained in a convex body. Finally, this paper exhibits a connection
between random walks and certain Machine Learning notions such as -net and support vector
machines. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The task of learning an unknown target concept out of a class of concepts by means
of querying the target labels in a random sample of instances, has generated many
studies and experimental works in recent years. In this work we re-examine the Query
By Committee (QBC) algorithm, formulated and analyzed in [12, 6].
QBC is an active learning algorithm [2] which incorporates a relevance test for
a potential label. Having access to a stream of unlabelled instances, the relevance
test <lters out the instances for which it assigns a low value, trying to minimize
the number of labels used while learning. The motivation comes from many real-life
problems where the teacher’s activity is an expensive resource. For example, if one
would like to design a program that classi<es articles into two categories (“interesting”
and “non-interesting”), then the program may automatically scan as many articles as
possible (e.g. through the Internet). However, articles for which the program needs the
teacher’s comment (label)—must actually be read by the teacher. That is a costly task.
The same problem arises in many other <elds such as medical diagnostics and natural
language processing.
Several experimental implementations of QBC were suggested for document classi<-
cation [10] and for part of speech tagging [3]. These studies give experimental evidence
for the economy gained by QBC which becomes more substantial as the precision re-
quirement increases. In this context the complexity of the algorithm is measured by
the number of label requests directed to the teacher during the learning process.
The relevance test of QBC involves volume reduction of the version space: 2 It
measures the reduction in the uncertainty about the learned target. In the speci<c case
of learning the family of linear separators in n, the version space is represented by
an Euclidean convex body, and we are able to use e?cient volume-approximating
algorithms (based on a suitable random walk—rather then straightforward Monte-Carlo
methods). For a quantitative estimate of version space size, one is naturally led to
work in a Bayesian framework [8]: The target concept is picked from a known family
according to some <xed prior distribution. Posteriors are obtained by restricting the
prior to sub-families (the current version space).
Here is an outline of the QBC algorithm. It uses three oracles: The Sample oracle
returns a random instance x, the Label oracle returns the label for an instance, and the
Gibbs oracle returns a random hypothesis from the version space. The algorithm gets
two parameters—accuracy () and reliability ()—and works as follows:
1. Call Sample to get a random instance x.
2. Call Gibbs twice to obtain two hypotheses and generate two predictions for the label
of x.
3. If the predictions are not equal
Then call Label to get the correct label for x.
2 The version space is the subset of all hypotheses consistent with the labels seen so far.
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4. If Label was not used for the last tk consecutive instances, 3 where k is the current
number of labeled instances,
Then call Gibbs once and output this last hypothesis
Else return to the beginning of the loop (step 1).
The progress of the learning process is estimated by the rate at which the size of
the version space decreases. We adopt the notion of information gain as the measure
of choice for the analysis of the learning process:
Denition 1 (Haussler et al. [8]). Let V be the current version space and let Vx =
{h∈V | h(x)= c(x)} be the version space after the instance x had been labeled
• The instantaneous information gain is I(x; c(x))=− log Prh∈V[h∈Vx]
• The expected information gain of an instance x is
G(x|V) = Prh∈V[h(x) = 1]I(x; 1) + Prh∈V[h(x) = −1]I(x;−1)
=H(Prh∈V[h(x) = 1]); (1)
where H is the binary entropy, i.e. H(p)=−p logp− (1− p) log(1− p):
We proceed by quoting the main theoretical result regarding QBC, give some expla-
nations and brieLy outline the main contribution of the present study, which presents
an e?cient implementation of the relevance test.
Theorem 1 (Freund et al. [6]). If a concept class C has VC-dimension 0¡d¡∞ and
the expected information gain of the queries to Label oracle made by QBC are uni-
formly lower bounded by g¿0 bits; then the following holds with probability greater
than 1 −  over the selection of the target concept; the sequence of instances (the
sample); and the choices made by QBC:
1. The number of calls to Sample is m0 = (d=g)O(1).
2. The number of calls to Label is less then 4 k0 = 10(d+ 1)=g ln 4m0=.
3. The algorithm generates an -close hypothesis; i.e.
Prc;h;QBC[Prx[h(x) 	= c(x)]¿ ]6 : (2)
The main theme governing the proof of this theorem is the ability to bound the num-
ber of queries made by QBC in terms of g, the lower bound for the expected informa-
tion gain: If the algorithm asks to label all m instances then Prx1 ;:::; xm [
∑m
i G(xi|V)¿
(d+ 1)(log(em=d)]¡d=em, meaning that the accumulated information gain grows log-
arithmically with m. Obviously, when <ltering out instances, the accumulated informa-
tion gain cannot be larger. On the other hand, kg is a lower bound on the accumulated
expected information gain from k labeled instances. These two observations suggest
that kg6 (d+1)(log(em=d)), which results in a bound on k and implies that the gap
3 tk = ((2=) ln(2(k + 1)2=3)) is a correction for the expression given in [6].
4 k0 =O(log 1=) results in an exponential gap between the number of queries made to Label, compared
to “regular” algorithms.
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between consecutive queried instances is expected to grow until the stop-condition is
satis<ed.
Theorem 1 can be augmented to handle the general class of <ltering algorithms: Let
L be an algorithm that <lters out instances based on an internal probability assignment
and previous query results. Using a stop-condition identical to the one used by the
QBC algorithm and following the basic steps in the proof of Theorem 1, one may
conclude similar bounds on the number of calls L makes to Sample and Label oracles.
By stating a lower bound on the expected information gain, Freund et al. were able
to identify several classes of concepts as learnable by the QBC algorithm. Among them
is the class of perceptrons (linear separators) de<ned by a vector w such that for any
instance x:
cw(x) =
{
+1 if xw ¿ 0;
−1 otherwise: (3)
This class is learnable using QBC, with the restriction that the version space distribution
is known to the learner and both sample space and version space distributions are almost
uniform. A question which was left open is how to e?ciently implement the Gibbs
oracle and thus reduce QBC to a standard learning model (using only Sample and Label
oracles). It turns out that this question falls naturally into a class of approximating
problems which has been the object of much attention in recent years: How to get
an e?cient approximation of volume or perform a random sampling of rather complex
de<ned and dynamically changing spaces. Moreover, unraveling the meaning of random
walks employed by these approximate counting methods seems to have interesting
implications in learning theory.
Let us focus on the problem of randomly selecting hypotheses from the version
space and limit our discussion to the class of linear separators: There are several
known algorithms for <nding a linear separator (e.g. the perceptron algorithm or linear
programming), but none of them su?ce since we need to randomly select a separator
in the version space. A possible straightforward solution is the use of the Monte
Carlo mechanism: Assuming (as we do later) that the linear separators are uniformly
distributed, we randomly select a point in the unit sphere, 5 identifying it as a linear
separator, and check whether it is in the version space. If it is not, we proceed with
the sampling until a consistent separator is selected. This process produces several
problems, the greatest one is e?ciency:
Recall that the QBC algorithm assumes a lower bound g¿0 for the expected in-
formation gain of queried instances. Let p 6 1=2 be such that H(p)= g. Having
k labeled instances, the probability of selecting a consistent separator is smaller then
(1−p)k . This implies that the expected number of iterations made by the Monte Carlo
algorithm until it <nds a desired separator is greater than (1 − p)−k . If the size of
the sample used by the algorithm (number of instances) is m, and k is the number
5 Pick n normally distributed variables 1 : : : n and normalize them by the square root of the sum of their
squares.
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of labeled instances, then the computational complexity is O(m(1 − p)−k). Plugging
in the expected value for k in the QBC algorithm, i.e. 10(d+ 1)=g ln 4m=, the Monte
Carlo implementation results in a computational complexity exponential in g, d (the
VC-dimension, i.e. n in our case) and a dependence on m2. Furthermore, since g is
a lower bound on the expected information gain, the size of the version space might
decrease even faster, making the task of picking an hypothesis from the version space
even more time consuming. The algorithms suggested in this paper work in time poly-
nomial in n; g and depend on mkO(1), i.e. they are exponentially better in terms of the
VC-dimension and g and have better polynomial factors in terms of m. We also avoid
the problem of rapid decrease in the size of the version space by employing a method
that detects this condition.
1.1. Summary of results
The problem of generating a Gibbs oracle is converted to the geometric problem of
sampling or approximating the volumes of convex bodies (Section 1.3). This obser-
vation enables us to present two e?cient implementations of the QBC algorithm with
linear separators. The <rst, which we term QBC′ (Section 2.1), uses a volume approx-
imation technique (Section 1.4) to implement the Gibbs oracle. The second implemen-
tation, QBC′′ (Section 2.2), uses a sampling technique to solve the same problem. In
both cases we were able to prove the e?ciency of the algorithms and their ability to
query for only a small amount of labels (Section 4).
Even though QBC, QBC′ and QBC′′ assume a uniform prior on the hypotheses space
we were able to show (Section 5) that they all perform well in the worse case, hence
the Bayes assumption is redundant when learning linear separators. Furthermore, the
assumption of uniform distribution on the sample space made in the proofs of QBC′
and QBC′′ can be relaxed to include other distribution, as long as these distributions
are “smooth”. At the end of this section we augment these results to handle general
classes which possess symmetry property.
During the process of investigating the performances of QBC′ and QBC′′, we also
developed a geometric lemma (Lemma 1) which we believe has its own importance:
The lemma suggests a lower bound for the maximal radius of a ball contained in a
convex body in terms of the volume of that body.
1.2. Mathematical notation
The sample space , is assumed to be a subset of n, and therefore an instance is a
vector in n. A linear separator is an hyperplane, de<ned by a vector v∈n orthogonal
to the hyperplane. 6
6 A linear separator is de<ned by a tuple v; b where v is a vector and b is an oQset. The label assigned
by a concept to an instance x is de<ned as sign(〈v; x〉 + b). In our case we assumed that b=0. However,
by forcing x0 to be 1 and <xing v0 = b; the two de<nitions converge.
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The concept to be learned is assumed to be chosen according to a <xed distribution
D over n. We denote by xi a queried instance and by yi the corresponding label,
where yi ∈{−1; 1}. The version space V is de<ned to be V= {v | ∀i(〈xi; v〉yi)¿0}.
Let Zi =yixi. Then a vector v is in the version space if ∀i 〈Zi; v〉¿0. Using a matrix
notation we may further simplify the notation by setting Zi to be the ith row of matrix
A and writing V= {v |Av¿0}.
1.3. Preliminary observations
Upon receiving a new instance x, the algorithm needs to decide whether to query
for a label. The probability for labeling x with +1 is: P+ =PrD[v∈V+] where D is
the distribution induced on the version space V and V+ = {v |Av¿0; 〈x; v〉¿ 0} (P+
is the probability the x will be labeled + by an hypothesis chosen randomly from the
version space). Similarly we de<ne V− and P− which correspond to labeling x with
−1. The QBC algorithm decides to query for a label only when the two hypotheses
disagree on the label of x and this happens with probability 2P+P−. Thus P+ and P−
are all we need in order to substitute Gibbs oracle and make this decision. Normalizing
‖v‖ 6 1, the version space of linear separators becomes subset of the n dimensional
unit ball Bn. Under the uniform distribution on Bn, the value of P+ (and P−) can be
obtained by calculating n dimensional volume: P+ =Vol(V+)=Vol(V). Now V, V+
and V− are convex simplexes 7 in the n dimensional unit ball. Having P+ and P−, we
can substitute the Gibbs oracle: Given a set of labeled instances and a new instance x,
query for the label of x with probability 2P+P−.
1.4. A few results regarding convex bodies
In order to simulate the Gibbs oracle we seek e?cient methods for calculating the
volume of a convex body and uniformly sampling from it. Similar questions relating
to convex bodies have been addressed by Dyer et al. [4], Lovasz and Simonovits [9]
and others.
Theorem 2 (The Sampling Algorithm [9]). Let K be a convex body such that K con-
tains at least 23 of the volume of the unit ball B⊂Rn and at least 23 of the volume of
K is contained in a ball of radius m such that 16 m6 n3=2. For arbitrary ¿0 there
exists a sampling algorithm that uses O(n4m2 log2(1=)(n log n+ log(1=)) operations
on numbers of size O(log n) bits and returns a vector v such that for every Lebesgue
measurable set L in K :∣∣∣∣Pr(v ∈ L)− Vol(L)Vol(K)
∣∣∣∣¡ :
7 The term simplex is used to describe a conical convex set of the type K = {v∈n |Av¿0; ‖v‖ 6 1}.
Note that it is a nonstandard use of this term.
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The algorithm uses random walks in the convex body K as its method of traversal
and it reaches every point of K with almost equal probability. To complete this result,
Grotchel et al. [7] used the ellipsoid method to <nd an a?ne transformation Ta such
that given a convex body K , B⊆Ta(K)⊆ n3=2B. Assume that the original body K is
bounded in a ball of radius R and contains a ball of radius r, then the algorithm <nds
Ta in O(n4(|log r| + |logR|)) operations on numbers of size O(n2(|log r| + |logR|))
bits. Before we proceed, let us elaborate on the meaning of these results for our
needs: When applying the sampling algorithm to the convex body V; we will get
v∈V. Since V+ and V− are both simplexes, they are Lebesgue measurable, hence
|Pr(v∈V+) − P+|¡. Note that we are only interested in the proportions of V+ and
V−, and the use of the a?ne transformation Ta preserves these proportions. Using the
sampling algorithm Lovasz and Simonovits describe an algorithm for approximating
the volume of a convex body:
Theorem 3 (Volume Approximation Algorithm [9]). Let K be a convex body. 8 There
exists a volume approximating algorithm for K : Upon receiving error parameters
; ∈ (0; 1) and numbers R and r such that K contains a ball of radius r and is
contained in a ball of radius R centered at the origin; the algorithm outputs a number
 such that with probability at least 1− 
(1− )Vol(K)6 6 (1 + )Vol(K): (4)
The algorithm works in time polynomial in |logR|+ |log r|; n; 1= and log(1=).
For our purposes, this algorithm can estimate the expected information gained from
the next instance. It also approximates the value of P+ (and P−) and thus we may
simulate the Gibbs oracle by choosing to query for a label with probability 2P+(1−P+).
Both the sampling algorithm and the volume approximation algorithm require the values
of R and r. Since, in our case, all convex bodies are contained in the unit ball B, then
<xing R=1 will su?ce and we are left with the problem of <nding r. However, it
will su?ce to <nd r such that r∗=4 6 r 6 r∗, where r∗ is the maximal radius of a
ball contained in K . Moreover, we will have to show that r is not too small. The main
part of this proof is to show that if the volume of V+ is not too small, then r is not
too small (Lemma 1). Since we learn by reducing the volume of the version space,
this lemma states that the radius decreases at a rate proportional to the learning rate.
2. Implementations of the Query By Committee algorithms
In this section we present two implementations of the QBC algorithm: the <rst
uses volume approximation of convex bodies, while the second uses the technique for
8 K is assumed to be given using a separation oracle, i.e. via an algorithm such that for a given point x
it returns either “true” (if x∈K), or a separating hyperplane (if x =∈K).
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sampling from convex bodies. Both algorithms are e?cient and maintain the exponen-
tial gap between labeled and unlabelled instances. QBC′′ is especially interesting from
the computational complexity perspective, while the mechanism in the basis of QBC′
enables the approximation of the maximal a-posteriori (MAP) hypothesis in Poly(logm)
time as well as direct access to the expected information gain from a query.
2.1. Using volume approximation in the QBC algorithm (QBC′)
Every instance x induces a partition of the version space V into two subsets V+ and
V−. Since V=V+ ∪V− and they are disjoint, then Vol(V)=Vol(V+)+Vol(V−) and
P+ =Vol(V+)=(Vol(V+) + Vol(V−)). Hence, approximating these volumes results in
approximation of P+ that we can use instead of the original value. In order to use the
volume approximation algorithm as a procedure, we need to bound the volumes of V+
and V−, i.e. <nd balls of radii r+ and r− contained in (V+) and (V−), respectively. If
both volumes are not too small, then the corresponding radii are big enough and may
be calculated e?ciently using convex programming. If one of the volumes is too small,
then we are guaranteed that the other one is not too small since Vol(V) is not too
small (Lemma A.5). It turns out that if one of the radii is very small then assuming
that the corresponding part is empty (i.e. the complementary part is the full version
space) is enough for simulating the Gibbs oracle (Lemma A.1). The QBC′ algorithm
follows:
Algorithm QBC′:
Given ; ¿0 and let k be the current number of labeled instances, de<ne
k =
3
42(k + 1)2
; k =
k
96
; (k =
2k
n
; tk =
32 log 2=k
22k(1− 2k)
1. Call Sample to get a random instance x.
2. Use convex programming to simultaneously calculate the values of r+ and r−,
the radii of balls contained in V+ and V−.
3. If min(r+; r−)¡(k(max(r+; r−))n
Then assume that the corresponding body is empty and goto 6.
4. Call the volume approximation algorithm with r+ (and r−) to get + (and −)
such that
(1− k)Vol(V+)6 + 6 (1 + k)Vol(V+)
with probability greater than 1− k
5. Let P̂+ = +=(++−), with probability 2P̂+(1− P̂+) call Label to get the correct
label of x.
6. If Label was not used for the last tk consecutive instances,
Then call the sampling algorithm with accuracy = =2 to give an hypothesis and
stop. Else return to the beginning of the loop (step 1).
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With probability greater than 1−, the time complexity of QBC′ is m-times Poly(n; k;
1=; 1=) (for each iteration). The number of instances that the algorithm uses is poly-
nomial in the number of instances that the QBC algorithm uses. Furthermore, the
exponential gap between the number of instances and number of labeled instances still
holds.
2.2. Using sampling in the QBC algorithm (QBC′′)
Another variant of QBC is the QBC′′ algorithm which simulates the Gibbs oracle
by sampling, almost uniformly, two hypotheses from the version space:
Algorithm QBC′′:
Given ; ¿0 and let k be the current number of labeled instances, de<ne
k =
3
2(k + 1)2
; tk =
8 log 4=k
k
; k =
k
32
; (k =
2
n
k :
1. Call Sample to get a random instance x.
2. Call the sampling algorithm with k and r to get two hypotheses from the version
space.
3. If the two hypotheses disagree on the label of x
Then use convex programming to simultaneously calculate the values of r+ and
r−, the radii of the balls contained in V+ and V−.
4. If min(r+; r−)¿ (k(max(r+; r−))n
Then call Label to get the correct label and choose r+ (or r−), the radius of a
ball contained in the new version space, to be used in step 2.
5. If Label was not used for the last tk consecutive instances,
Then call the sampling algorithm with accuracy = =2 to give an hypothesis and
stop.
Else return to the beginning of the loop (step 1).
QBC′′ is similar to QBC′ but with one major diQerence: calculating new radius
is almost always conducted when the version space changes, and this happens only
when querying for a label. Hence each iteration takes O(n7 log2(1=)(n log n+log(1=))
operations, and an extra Poly(n; 1=; 1=; k) is needed when a label is asked. Due to
the exponential gap between the number of instances and number of labeled instances,
QBC′′ is more attractive from a practical point of view.
3. Bounds on the volume and radius of a simplex
We begin the analysis by presenting a geometric lemma which seems to be new,
giving a lower bound for the radius r of a ball contained in a simplex as a function of
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Fig. 1. An example of the process of generating the set S (the gray area) by taking orthogonal segments to
@K (the bold line). In this example, the length r (the arrow) is too small. But if r¿r∗ all of K is covered.
its volume. 9 The algorithms for estimating the volume of a convex body, or sampling
from it, work in time polynomial in log r (R=1 in our case). Our lemma gives a lower
bound on the size of r, hence it will be useful for analyzing the time-complexity of
our algorithms. For the sake of completeness, in Lemma C.2 we show that the bound
we get is tight up to a factor of approximately 1=
√
n.
Lemma 1. Let K be a convex body contained in the n-dimensional unit ball B (assume
n¿1); and let v=Vol(K). Let @K be the surface of this body and assume that @K
is smooth at all points except a set of zero measure.10
There exists a ball of radius r contained in K such that
r ¿
Vol(K)
Vol(@K)
¿
Vol(K)
Vol(@B)
=
v+(n+ 2=2)
nn=2
: (5)
Proof. Let r∗ be the supermum of the radii of balls contained in K . We denote by
@K the surface of K . Then @K is smooth at all points except a set of zero measure.
We construct a new set S by the following process: From each point y on @K where
@K is smooth, take a segment orthogonal to the tangent hyper-plane at y, of length
r¿r∗ and directed towards the inner part of K (see Fig. 1).
The assumption that r ¿ r∗ implies K ⊂ S up to a set of zero measure. To show this
we look at the following: Let x∈K . Let rˆ let the maximal radius of a ball contained in
K centered at x. This ball of radius rˆ intersects @K at least at one point. At this point,
say y, the surface @K is smooth, this is due to the convexity of the body K . Hence
the orthogonal segment to y of length rˆ reaches x. Since rˆ 6 r∗ 6 r the orthogonal
segment of length r from y reaches x. The only points that might not be in S are the
9 Eggleston [5] (also quoted at M. Berger’s book G;eom;etrie, 1990) gives a rather di?cult proof of the
lower bound r ¿ min width(K)=2
√
n for n odd (for even n the bound is somewhat modi<ed). The two
lower bounds seem unrelated. Moreover, width(K) seems hard to approximate by sampling.
10 The smoothness requirement holds for all the convex bodies we are addressing in this paper, since in
all cases they are formed by intersections of the unit ball and <nite set of linear restrictions. Actually,
smoothness holds for more general convex bodies.
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points in @K which are not smooth, but this is a set of zero measure. Therefore
Vol(S)¿ Vol(K) = v: (6)
But, by the de<nition of S we can see that
Vol(S)6
∣∣∣∣
∫
@K
r
∣∣∣∣ = rVol(@K): (7)
Note that Vol(@K) is n−1 dimensional volume. Hence, we conclude that v6 rVol(@K)
or r ¿ v=Vol(@K). This is true for every r ¿ r∗, therefore
r∗ ¿
Vol(K)
Vol(@K)
: (8)
It remains to bound the size of Vol(@K). In Appendix C we show that the con-
vex body with maximal surface is the unit ball itself (this result can be obtained
from the isoperimetric inequalities as well). Since the volume of n-dimensional ball is
rnn=2=(+(n+2=2)) the n−1 dimension volume of its surface is nrn−1n=2=(+(n+2=2)).
Substituting Vol(@K) with the volume of the surface of the unit ball in Eq. (8) we
conclude that r∗ ¿ v+(n+ 2=2)=nn=2.
Corollary 1. Let K be a simplex in the unit ball such that the maximal radius of the
ball it contains is r. Then
rnn=2
+(n+ 2=2)
6 Vol(K)6
rnn=2
+(n+ 2=2)
: (9)
Proof. The lower bound is obtained by taking the volume of the ball with radius r
contained in K , and the upper bound is a direct consequence of Lemma 1.
Convex programming provides the tool for e?ciently estimating the radius of the
ball contained in a simplex as shown in the next lemma:
Lemma 2. Let K be a simplex contained in the unit ball de<ned by k inequalities.
Let r∗ be the maximal radius of a ball contained in K . Using the ellipsoid algorithm;
it is possible to calculate a value r; such that r∗ ¿ r ¿ r∗=4; in time which is
Poly(n; |log r∗|; k).
Proof. K is an intersection of a simplex and the unit ball. Let A be the matrix repre-
sentation of the k inequalities de<ning K . Given a point x∈K , we would like to <nd
r∗, the maximal radius of a ball centered at x and contained in K . This problem can
be formulated as follows:
r∗ = argmax
r
{r | ∃x s:t: ‖x‖+ r 6 1; Ax ¿ r}: (10)
This is a convex programming problem. Moreover, given an invalid pair (x; r) such
that the ball of radius r centered at x is not contained in K , it is easy to <nd a
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hyperplane separating this pair from the valid pairs. If there exists i such that 〈Ai; x〉¡r,
then the hyperplane {y | 〈Ai; y〉= 〈Ai; x〉} is a separating hyperplane. Otherwise, if ‖x‖+
r¿1, then {y | 〈y − x; x〉=0} is a separating hyperplane.
To conclude, we need to show that the ellipsoid algorithm can do the job e?ciently.
First notice that r∗ is always bounded by 1. In Lemma A.5 we were able to show
that r∗ is not worse than exponentially small. For our purposes, <nding an r such
that r ¿ r∗=4 will su?ce. Note that if r ¿ r∗=4, then the volume of a ball with the
radius r centered at x and contained in K is at least (r∗=4)nVol(B) where Vol(B) is
the volume of the n dimensional unit ball. Hence, it is not worse than exponentially
small in log(r∗) and n. Since r∗ is not too small, e?ciency of the ellipsoid algorithm
is guaranteed.
4. Deriving the main results
We are now ready to present the main theorem for each variant of the QBC al-
gorithm. However, since the diQerence in the analysis of the two algorithms provides
no further insight, we chose to describe in this sequel only the proof of QBC′′ which
seems more adequate for practical use, and deferring the detailed proof of QBC′ to
Appendix B.
Theorem 4. Let ; ¿0; let n¿1 and let c be a linear separator chosen uniformly
from the space of linear separators. Then with probability 1− (over the choice of c;
the random sample oracle and the internal randomness of the algorithm); algorithm
QBC′′ (as described in Section 2:2):
• will use m0 =Poly(n; 1=; 1=) instances.
• will use k0 =O(n log m0 ) labels.
• will work in time m0×Poly(n; k; 1=; 1=).
• will generate an -close hypothesis h; i.e. such that
Prc;h[Prx[c(x) 	= h(x)] ¿ ] ¡ 1− : (11)
Proof. Our proof consists of three parts: the correctness of the algorithm, its sample
complexity and its computational complexity. We base the proof on three lemmas
which are in Appendix A.
In Lemma A.2 we show that if q is the probability that QBC will ask to label an
instance x, and qˆ is the probability that QBC′′ will ask to label the same instance, then
|q− qˆ|6 4k . Using this result, we show in Lemma A.4 that if the algorithm did not
ask to label more than tk consecutive instances and V is the version space, then
Prc;h∈V[Prx[c(x) 	= h(x)] ¿ ]6 =2: (12)
Therefore, if we stop at this point and pick an hypothesis approximately uniformly
from V with an accuracy of =2, the error of the algorithm is no more than  and
this completes the proof of the correctness of the algorithm.
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We now turn to discuss the sample complexity of the algorithm. Following Freund
et al. [6] we need to show that at any stage in the learning process there is a uniform
lower bound on the expected information gain from the next query. Freund et al.
showed that such a lower bound exists, when applying the original QBC algorithm for
learning the class of linear separators, subject to certain restrictions on the distribution
of the linear separators and the sample space. In Corollary A.1 we show that if g is
such a lower bound for the original QBC algorithm, then there exists a lower bound gˆ
for our QBC′′ algorithm such that gˆ¿ g− 4k . Since k 6  we get a uniform lower
bound gˆ such that gˆ¿ g− 4, so for  su?ciently small gˆ¿ g=2, i.e. the expected
information QBC′′ gains from each query it makes, is “almost” the same as the one
gained by QBC.
Having this lower bound on the expected information gain and using the augmented
Theorem 1, we conclude that the number of iterations QBC′′ will make is bounded by
Poly(n; 1=; 1=; 1=g), while the number of queries it will make for labels is less than
Poly(n; log 1=; log 1=; 1=g).
Finally, we discuss the computational complexity of the algorithm. There are two
main computational tasks in each iteration that QBC′′ makes: First, the algorithm de-
cides whether to query on the given instance. Second, it has to compute the radii of
balls contained in V+ and V−.
The <rst task is conducted by twice activating the algorithm which approximates uni-
form sampling from convex bodies in order to obtain two hypotheses. The complexity
of this algorithm is polynomial in |log k |; n; |log r| where k is the accuracy we need,
n is the dimension and r is a radius of a ball contained in the body. In Lemma A.5
we bound the size of r by showing that if the algorithm uses m instances then with
probability greater than 1 − , in every step r ¿ (n=em)n=n. Since we are interested
in log r this bound su?ces.
The second task is to calculate r+ and r−, which is done using convex programming
as shown in Lemma 2. It will su?ce to show that at least one of the radii is “big
enough” since we proceed look for the other value for no more than another log (k
iterations (a polynomial value): From Lemma A.5 we know that
Vol(V)¿
(n=em)nn=2
+(n+ 2=2)
at every step. At least one of V+ or V− has volume of at least Vol(V)=2. Using the
lower bound on the volume of V and Lemma 1 we conclude that for the maximal
radius r ¿ (n=em)n=2n.
We conclude that with a probability greater then 1−  the time-complexity of each
iteration of the QBC′′ algorithm is Poly(n; k; log 1=; log 1=). In the <nal iteration, the
algorithm returns an hypothesis from the version space. Using the sampling algorithm
this can be done in polynomial time. Combined with the fact that there are at most m0
iterations, the statement of the theorem follows.
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5. The Bayes and the uniform sample space distribution assumptions—revisited
The analysis suggested at Freund et al. [6] assumed a known distribution over the
hypothesis space, i.e. learning in a Bayes setting. This assumption is also used in
the sequel for motivating and proving the results regarding QBC and its variants.
Furthermore, we assumed a uniform distribution over the sample space as well. We
now turn to argue that these assumptions are in fact unnecessary: For the case of
linear separators, all three algorithms (QBC, QBC′ and QBC′′) retain their performance
when the target concept is chosen by an adversary and when the sample distribution
is “smooth” enough.
Let A be any of the three learning algorithms—QBC, QBC′ and QBC′′. The input
to the learning algorithm is an in<nite sample vector X , a vector of random bits rb, the
learning parameters ;  and the label oracle c. Hence, A can be viewed as deterministic
algorithm where all the random choices it makes are given by the input vector rb. The
algorithm A learns linear separators while assuming (falsely) a uniform prior over the
hypothesis space.
The main idea governing the revisited analysis is the symmetry in the class of linear
separators. For any target concept and any sequence of random choices forcing the
learning algorithm to fail, we can always convert (by rotating the instances) these
choices so that the algorithm will fail in learning a diQerent concept, i.e., there are no
concepts which are harder to learn than the others in the class of linear separators. At
the end of this section we extend this statement to handle other concept classes which
share a sort of symmetry property.
Theorem 5 states that QBC, QBC′ and QBC′′ learn also in the worst case, i.e. when
the target concept is chosen by an adversary.
Theorem 5. Let A(X; rb; ; ; c) be any of the QBC; QBC′; QBC′′ algorithms. Let c
be any linear separator and ; ¿0 be the learning parameters. Assuming uniform
distribution over the sample space; algorithm A will generate an hypothesis h which is
-close to the target concept c with probability 1−  over the internal randomization
of the algorithm.
Proof. In the Bayes setting, A(X; rb; ; ; c) learns in average when the target concept
c is chosen uniformly:
PrX;rb;c[A(X; rb; ; ; c) is not  close to c] ¡ : (13)
It follows from (13) that there exists a target concept cˆ such that A learns
PrX;r[A(X; rb; ; ; cˆ) is not  close to cˆ] ¡ : (14)
Let c be any target concept. There exists a unitary transformation T such that cˆ=
c(T ). Note that A (which stand for QBC, QBC′ or QBC′′) is invariant to unitary trans-
formation in the sense that if A generates the hypothesis h when applied to 〈X; rb; ; ; c〉
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it will generate the hypothesis h(T ) when applied to 〈TX; rb; ; ; c(T )〉 (TX stands for
T applied to each instance in the sample X ).
A fails to learn c on the input 〈X; rb; ; ; c〉 iQ it fails to learn 〈TX; rb; ; ; c(T )〉. Due
to the choice of cˆ it follows that the probability for an input such that A will fail to
learn cˆ is less then . But the uniform distribution is invariant under unitary transfor-
mations, hence the probability that A will fail to learn c is equal to the probability that
it will fail to learn cˆ and hence be bounded by .
After removing the Bayes assumption, the next theorem relaxes the assumption of
uniform distribution over the sample space, and shows that a more general class of
“smooth” distributions can be handled. Let us <rst de<ne this class of distributions.
Denition 2 (Fruend et al: [6]). Let U be the uniform distribution: A probability mea-
sure ( is within / from uniform if for every measurable set S: U (S)=/ 6 ((S) 6
U (S)/:
Theorem 6. Let A(X; rb; ; ; c) be any of the QBC; QBC′; QBC′′ algorithm. Let ( be
a probability measure over the sample space which is within /1 from uniform. Let 0
be a probability measure over the hypothesis class which is within /2 from uniform.
Then with probability 1− (/2 +1)=2 the hypothesis returned by A is /21 close to the
target concept:
Proof. Let h be the hypothesis that h returned, and let c bet the target concept. Assume
that U (hTc)6 /1; i.e. Prx∼U [h(x) 	= c(x)]6 /1. Since ( is within /1 from uniform
then we have that ((hTc) 6 /21. Therefore our goal is to bound the probability that
U (hTc) ¿ /1.
Let W = {(h; c) ∈ V2|U (hTc) ¿ /1}. We will seperate the discussion into two
cases. The <rst case is when Prh;c∼U [(h; c) ∈ W ] ¡ =2. In this case if we choose h
using the uniform distribution and since c is chosen using 0 (both measures restricted
to the version space) we will have that Prh∼U; c∼0[(h; c) ∈ W ] 6 /2=2 since 0 is
within /2 from uniform, and therefore the probability that ((hTc) ¿ /21 is less than
/2=2:
The second case is when Prh;c∼U [(h; c) ∈ W ]¿ =2. In this case we will claim that
the probability that the stop condition of A will be ful<lled is small. With probability
greater than =2 the two hypotheses h1; h2 that A will chose are in W , i.e. (h1; h2) ∈ W .
Since U (h1Th2) ¿ /1 then ((h1Th2) ¿ . Therefore the probability that A will query
for the label of the next instance is atleast =2. Hence the probability that A will not
query for the label of tk consequative instances is no more then (1− =2)tk 6 e−tk =2.
(Note that for the QBC′ and QBC′′ we should also take into conseduration the fact that
the algorithms do not query using the uniform distribution exactly, this is demonstrated
in the apendices).
We showed that if Prh;c∼U [(h; c) ∈ W ] ¿ =2 then the probability that A will not
make a query for tk consequative instances is smaller than e−tk =2. Using the de<nition
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of tk (for QBC
tk =
2

ln
2(k + 1)2
3
)
we get that this probability is bounded by
3
2(k + 1)2
:
Summing up over all k we get that the probability that at any stage A will stop when
Prh;c∼U [(h; c) ∈ W ]¿ =2 is bounded by =2.
Therefore, the overall probability of “failue” is bounded by /2=2+=2 = (/2+1)=2:
6. Conclusions and further research
In this paper we presented a feasible way to simulate the Gibbs oracle and thus
reduced Query by Committee to a standard learning model. To this end, we used
convex programming and formed a linkage to a class of approximation methods related
to convex body sampling and volume approximation. These methods use random walks
over convex bodies, on a grid which depends on the parameters  and , in a similar
fashion to PAC algorithms. It seems that such random walks could be described using -
net or similar terminology. We thus suggest that this connection has further implication
in the theory of learning.
We were also able to extend the cases to which QBC and its clones are applicable.
For the class of linear separators, these algorithms work even in the worst case and
hence the Bayes assumption can be withdrawn. Moreover, we were able to show that
these algorithms may handle an extended class of “smooth” distributions over the
sample space. We augmented these results for classes which possess a sort of symmetry
property.
Freund et. al. [6] assumed the existence of the Gibbs oracle and essentially used the
information gain only for proving convergence of the QBC algorithm (Theorem 1).
The use of the volume approximation technique (i.e. QBC′) provides direct access to
the instantaneous information gain. This enable us to suggest another class of algo-
rithms, namely Information Gain Machines, which makes use of this extra information.
Combining our results with the ones presented by Shawe-Taylor and Williamson [13],
and McAllester [11], may allow us to obtain generalization error estimates for such
information gain machines and make use of QBC′ ability to produce maximum a pos-
teriori estimate.
The two algorithms presented have to estimate a radius of a ball contained in a
convex body, which in our case is the version space V. Finding the center of a
large ball contained in the version space is also an essential task in the theory of
Support Vector Machines (SVM) [15, 14, 1]. In this case the radius is the margin of
the separator. It is also clear that QBC is a <ltering algorithm which seeks instances
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that are going to be in the support set of the current version space. This similarity
implies a connection between the two paradigms. However, the mapping to a high
dimensional space performed in the SVM paradigm, results in a sparse sample space
distribution. Hence, the Gibbs oracle implementation suggested here, should be revised.
Exploring the similarity and suggesting alternative volume approximation or sampling
techniques is left for a further research.
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Appendix A. Lemmas for QBC′′
Lemma A.1. Let K1; K2 be two simplexes and let r1; r2 be the maximal radii of cor-
responding contained balls. For i=1; 2 let vi =Vol(Ki). De<ne p= v1=(v1 + v2); if
r1 6 (rn2 =n then p6 (.
Proof. From Corollary 1 it follows that v1 6 r1nn=2=+(n+ 2=2) and v2 ¿ rn2 
n=2=
+(n+ 2=2). Therefore
v1
v2
6
nr1
rn2
: (A.1)
Let (6 1. Substituting r1 6 (rn2 =n we conclude that
p =
v1
v1 + v2
6
v1
v2
6 (: (A.2)
Lemma A.2. For any instance x; let q be the probability that the QBC algorithm
will query for a label and let qˆ be the similar probability for QBC′′. Then
|q− qˆ|6 4k : (A.3)
Proof. We start by analyzing the case in which the radii size condition of QBC′′ is
satis<ed, i.e. min(r+; r−) ¿ (k(max(r+; r−))n. Let p=Pru∈V[u(x)= 1], then q=2p
(1− p).
The QBC′′ algorithm samples two hypotheses, h1 and h2, from the version-space V.
The sampling algorithm guarantees that
|Prh1∈V[h1 ∈ V+]− Pr[V+]|6 k (A.4)
and the same holds for V− and h2. Denote a=Prh1∈V[h1 ∈V+] and b=Prh2∈V[h2 ∈
V−]. Since h1 and h2 are independent random variables then qˆ=2ab. Therefore, in
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order to bound |q− qˆ| we need to maximize |2p(1−p)−2ab| subject to the restrictions
|p− a|6 k and |(1−p)− b|6 k . It is easy to check that the maximum is achieved
when |a− p|= k and |b− (1− p)|= k and therefore
|2p(1− p)− 2ab|6 2k + 22k 6 4k : (A.5)
We now consider the case where the radii size condition fails. Without loss of
generality, assume r+¡(k(r−)n. From Lemma A.1 it follows that p¡n(k and by the
de<nition of (k we get p¡2min(k ; 1− k) which means that q¡4min(k ; 1− k)(1−
2min(k ; 1− k))¡4k . Therefore, by de<ning qˆ=0 we maintain the diQerence |q− qˆ|
6 4k .
Lemma A.3. Let L be any instances <ltering algorithm. For any instance x; let q
be the probability that the QBC algorithm will query for a label and let qˆ be the
corresponding probability for L and assume |q − qˆ| 6 /. Let g be a lower bound
on the expected information gain for QBC. Then there exists a lower bound on the
expected information gain for L; denoted by gˆ; such that
gˆ¿ g− /: (A.6)
Proof. Let (x) be the density function over the sample space X . Let p(x) be the
probability that x is labeled 1, i.e. p(x)=Pru∈V[u(x)= 1], then q(x)= 2p(x)(1−p(x)).
Since g is a lower bound on the expected information gain for the QBC algorithm then
g6
∫
x
(x)q(x)H(p(x)) dx; (A.7)
since |q− qˆ|6 /, the expected information gain for L is bounded by∫
x
(x)qˆ(x)H(p(x)) dx ¿
∫
x
(x)q(x)H(p(x)) dx − /¿ g− / (A.8)
taking a close enough lower bound gˆ for the leftmost term, the statement of the lemma
follows.
Corollary A.1. Let g be a lower bound on the expected information gain of the QBC
algorithm. From Lemmas 4 and 5 it follows that there exists gˆ¿ g− 4k such that
gˆ is a lower bound on the expected information gain of QBC′′.
Lemma A.4. Assume that after getting k labeled instances; algorithm QBC′′ does
not query for a label in the next tk consecutive instances. If c is a concept chosen
uniformly from the version space and h is the hypothesis returned by QBC′′; then
Prc;h[Prx[c(x) 	= h(x)] ¿ ]6 =2: (A.9)
Proof. We de<ne a bad pair to be a pair of hypotheses from the version space that
diQer in more than proportion  of the instances. We would like the algorithm to stop
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only when the queries it has made form an (; k=4)-net, i.e. if two hypotheses are
chosen independently from the version space, the probability that they form a bad pair
is less than k=4. We will show that if the algorithm did not make a query for tk
consecutive instances, then the probability that the queries made so far do not form an
(; k=4)-net, is bounded by k=4.
Let W = {(h1; h2) |Prx[h1(x) 	= h2(x)] ¿ }. If Pr[W ] 6 k=4 then the probability
that (c; h) is a bad pair is bounded by k=4 (when picked uniformly). We would like
to bound the probability that Pr[W ]¿k=4 when QBC′′ did not query for a label for
tk at the last consecutive instances:
If Pr[W ]¿k=4, then the probability that the QBC algorithm will query for a label is
greater than k=4. From Lemma A.2 we conclude that the probability that the QBC′′
algorithm will query for a label is greater than k=4−4k . Plugging in k = k=32 we
conclude that the probability that QBC′′ will query for a label is greater than k=8.
Therefore, the probability that it will not query for a label tk consecutive instances is
bounded by (1− k=8)tk . Using the well known relation (1−”)n 6 e−n” and plugging
in tk =(8 log 4=k)=k it follows that(
1− k
8
)tk
6 e−tk k =8 = e−(8k log 4=k )=8k = elog(k =4) =
k
4
: (A.10)
Hence, Prx1 ; x2 ;:::[Pr[W ]¿k=4]6 k=4. Thus if the algorithm stops after tk consecutive
unlabelled instances, the probability of choosing an hypothesis which forms a bad pair
with the target concept 11 is lower than k=2, since the probability of W being larger
than k=4 is less than k=4 and if it is smaller than k=4 then the probability for a
mistake is bounded by k=4. Since k =3=2(k + 1)2 it follows that
∑
k k = =2 and
we get the stated result.
Lemma A.5. Let a¿0 and let m be the number of calls to the Sample oracle that
QBC′′ (or QBC′) makes (assume m ¿ n); then the following holds with probability
greater than 1− 2−a:
Each intermediate version space generated by the algorithm has a volume greater
than
2−a( dem)
dn=2
+( n+22 )
;
and it contains a ball of radius greater than 2−a(d=em)d=n.
Proof. The <nal version space, the one that is being used when the algorithm stops,
is the smallest of all intermediate version spaces. Moreover, if the algorithm was not
11 The target concept is chosen according to the known prior, before the learning process begins. However
we can view the process as if the teacher acts diQerently: each time the learner asks for the label of an
instance, the teacher randomly picks the label for this instance using the prior on the hypotheses space
conditioned on the previous labels it generated. This conditioned probability is actually the probability
restricted to the version-space. One can verify that the outcome of the two processes is identical.
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<ltering out instances, but querying labels for all instances, then the <nal version space
would have been smaller. Since we are interested in the worst case, we will assume
that the algorithm did not <lter out any instance.
Fix X a sample, while Xm is its <rst m instances. Let c be a concept chosen from
. Xm divides , the set of all concepts, to equivalence sets. Two concepts are in
the same set if they give the same label to all m instances in Xm. If  has a VC-
dimension d, we know from Sauer’s lemma that the number of equivalence sets is
bounded by (em=d)d. Using the distribution Prc over  it follows that
Prc
[
− log Pr[C]¿ a+ d log em
d
]
6 2−a; (A.11)
where C is the equivalence set of c. We now turn to discuss the special case of
linear separators and the uniform distribution over the unit ball, i.e. . Note that
if V is the version space after getting the labels for Xm, then V=C. Therefore
Pr[C] =Vol(V)=Vol(B), where Vol(B) is the volume of the n-dimensional unit ball.
Using A.11 we get
Prc
[
− log Vol(V)¿ a+ d log em
d
− log Vol(B)
]
6 2−a: (A.12)
Assume that − log Vol(V) 6 a + d log emd − log Vol(B) (this is true with probability
greater than 1− 2−a), from Lemma 1 we know that there is a ball in V with radius r
such that r ¿ Vol(V)+(n + 2=2)=nn=2. We conclude that there is a ball in V with
radius r such that
r ¿
2−a(d=em)d Vol(B)+(n+ 2=2)
nn=2
: (A.13)
Appendix B. Theorem and lemmas for QBC′
We begin by presenting a series of lemmas which provide the means for proving
Theorem B.1:
Lemma B.1. Let K1; K2 be two convex simplexes and let vi =Vol(Ki) be the cor-
responding volumes. We denote vˆi the approximation of vi and pˆ= vˆ1=( vˆ1 + vˆ2). If
(6 2 and 6 3 then
|pˆ− p|6 2 (B.1)
with probability greater than 1− 2.
Proof. We shall term a result of the approximation algorithm a “good” result if its
value remains within the  bound. We know that the probability for a bad result is
6 . Since we activate the algorithm twice at most, then the probability for two good
results is greater than 1−2. Therefore, we may assume that we got two good results.
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Following Lemma A.1, if we halt the computation of vˆi when ri become too small,
we get a diQerence of ( at most (in this case pˆ will be zero), since (k =2k=n the
bound holds in this case. We shall proceed with the general case:
p− pˆ6 v1
v1 + v2
− v1(1− )
v1(1− ) + v2(1 + ) =
2v1v2
(v1 + v2)2 + (v22 − v21)
: (B.2)
Fixing v2 we need to <nd v1 that will maximize the right hand of (B.2). From
Lemma A.1 and the above discussion we may assume v2¿0. If v1 = 0 or v1 =∞
we get a zero gap in (B.2). Hence we can use the derivative to <nd the maximal value
which turned out to be
v1 =
2
√
1 + 
1 + 3
v2; (B.3)
it then follows
p− pˆ6 2
2
√
1 + 
2 + 4+ 22 + 2 2
√
1 + (1 + 3)
6  2
√
1 +  (B.4)
<xing 6 3 results in p− pˆ6 2.
Let us de<ne q= v2=(v2 + v1) and qˆ, respectively. The previous discussion implies
that q − qˆ 6 2. Since q=1 − p and qˆ=1 − pˆ, then pˆ − p 6 2 which results in
|p− pˆ|6 2.
Corollary B.1. With probability greater than 1− 2
|p(1− p)− pˆ(1− pˆ)|6 2: (B.5)
Proof.
|p(1− p)− pˆ(1− pˆ)| = |(p− pˆ)(1− p− pˆ)6 |p− pˆ||1− p− pˆ| (B.6)
since 06 p; pˆ6 1 and |p− pˆ|6 2 we obtain the stated result.
Lemma B.2. Let c be the concept to be learned. For any ; ¿0; if h is chosen
uniformly from the version-space then:
PrQBC′ ;c[Prx[c(x) 	= h(x)] ¿ ] ¡ 2 : (B.7)
Proof. De<ne the set of “bad” hypothesis pairs:
W = {(c; h) ∈V2 |Prx[c(x) 	= h(x)] ¿ }: (B.8)
Denote Pr[W ] = /. If / 6 k=2 then choosing at random h∈V will generate a bad
hypothesis with probability /. Assume the algorithm did not query for label for tk
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consecutive instances, after observing the kth labeled instance. We would like to bound
the probability that /¿ k=2.
Prc;h∈V[Prx[h(x) 	= c(x)] ¿ ] = /; (B.9)
therefore
Prc;h;x[h(x) 	= c(x)] ¿ / (B.10)
since (h(x) 	= c(x)) is a binary event, we may rewrite (B.10) as
Ex[Ec;h[h(x) 	= c(x)]] ¿ /: (B.11)
De<ne p=Prx[Ec; h[c(x) 	= h(x)]]¿/=2. Since 06 Ec; h[c(x) 	= h(x)]6 1 then
p+ (1− p)/=2 ¿ /; (B.12)
p ¿
/
2− / ; (B.13)
i.e.
Prx
[
Ec;h[c(x) 	= h(x)] ¿ /2
]
¿
/
2− / ¿
/
2
: (B.14)
Given an instance x∈X such that Prc; h[h(x) 	= c(x)] ¿ /=2, the original algorithm
will make a query on this instance with probability greater than /=2. In Corollary B.1
we were able to show that |p(1 − p) − pˆ(1 − pˆ)| 6 6k with probability greater
than 1 − 2k . Therefore, QBC′ will ask to label such an instance with probability
greater than (1 − 2k)(/=2 − 12k). Since the probability for such x∈X is greater
than /=2, then the probability that QBC′ will ask to label the next instance is greater
than
/
2
(1− 2k)(/=2− 12k): (B.15)
The probability that the algorithm will not label tk consecutive instances is bounded
by (
1− /
2
(1− 2k)(/=2)− 12k
)tk
6 exp
(
−tk /2 (1− 2k)(/=2− 12k)
)
:
(B.16)
Since we assume that / ¿ k=2 and the choice we made for k donate 12k = k=8,
then the exponent at the left-hand side of (B.16) can be upper bounded by
exp
(
−tk k4 (1− 2k)
k
8
)
= exp
(
− log 2
k
)
(B.17)
=
k
2
: (B.18)
By summing k over k from zero to in<nity we get the stated result.
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We are now ready to present the main theorem for algorithm QBC′:
Theorem B.1. Let ; ¿0; let n¿1 let c be a linear separator chosen uniformly from
the space of linear separators. With probability 1−  algorithm QBC′ (as described
in Section 2:1) returns an hypothesis h such that
Prc;h[Prx[c(x) 	= h(x)] ¿ ] ¡ 1−  (B.19)
using m0 = (n; 1=; 1=)O(1) instances; k0 =O(n logm0=) labeled instances and the time
complexity is m (the number of iterations) times Poly(n; k; 1=; 1=) (the complexity
of each iteration).
Proof. The proof is almost the same as the one presented for the QBC′′ algorithm
and consists of three parts: the correctness of the algorithm, its sample complexity and
computational complexity. We base the proof on the lemmas previously stated.
In Lemma B.2 we show that if q is the probability that QBC will ask to label an
instance x, and qˆ is the probability that QBC′ will ask to label the same instance, then
|q − qˆ| 6 12k with probability greater than 1 − 2k . Using this bound, we show in
Lemma A.7 that if the algorithm did not ask to label more than tk consecutive instances
and V is the version space, then
Prc;h∈V[Prx[c(x) 	= h(x)] ¿ ] ¡ =2: (B.20)
Therefore, if we stop at this point and pick an hypothesis approximately uniformly
from V with accuracy of =2, the error of the algorithm is no more than  and this
completes the proof of the correctness of the algorithm.
Following Freund et al. ([6] cf. Theorem 1) it will su?ce to show that QBC′ has a
lower bound on the expected information gain of the queries it makes. By Lemma B.1
we know that |q−qˆ|6 12k with a probability greater than 1−2. Since the probability
is over the choices of QBC′ (and not over x), we conclude that |q− qˆ|6 12k +2k .
From Corollary A.1 we conclude that if g is a lower bound on the expected information
gain of the QBC algorithm, then there exists gˆ, a lower bound for the QBC′ algorithm,
such that gˆ ¿ g − 12k − 2k . For the class of uniformly distributed linear separator,
under certain restrictions on the sample space, such a lower bound does exists when
applying the original QBC algorithm (cf. [6]). Since k ; k¡=(k + 1)2 then for 
su?ciently small or k su?ciently large, gˆ¿ 12g.
Having this lower-bound on the expected information gain and using the augmented
Theorem 1, we conclude that the number of iterations QBC′ will make is bounded by
Poly(n; k; 1=; 1=), while the number of queries it will make is less than
Poly(n; k; log 1=; log 1=).
Finally, we shall brieLy discuss the computational complexity, following the same
discussion at Theorem 4. The algorithm computes the two radii r+ and r−. It follows
from Lemma A.5 that with high probability at least one of the radii is not too small,
and hence can be found in polynomial time (in the learning parameters) using convex
programming (cf. Lemma 2). As for the other radius, if it takes more than polynomial
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Fig. 2. The simplex is in bold face and the two types of constraints on uˆ are in broken circles and lines.
time to <nd its value, then this value is exponentially smaller than the former radius,
as measured by the parameter (k , and hence could be assumed to equal zero.
After computing the radii, the volume approximation algorithm is used. This algo-
rithm takes polynomial time in the parameters 1=k ; 1=k ; |log r+|; |log r−|. It follows
that each iteration of QBC′ takes polynomial time, and since the number of iterations
is m0 we get the stated bound.
Appendix C. Complementary results on convex bodies
Lemma C.1. The simplex with the maximal surface contained in the unit ball is the
unit ball itself.
Proof. Assume K is a simplex other then the unit ball. We will show that there exists
a simplex Kˆ such that all its vertices are on the unit sphere and its surface is at least
as large as the surface of K . Thus, by adding another vertex and taking the convex-hull
we increase Kˆ’s surface. Adding a countable number of vertices we may approach the
unit sphere as close as desired. This implies that K’s surface is smaller then the surface
of the unit ball, which is the unit sphere.
We start by constructing Kˆ . Let u be a vertex in the inner part of the ball. We
would like to move u to the sphere while maintaining or increasing the surface size.
In order to simplify the argument we shall consider only 2, keeping in mind that the
general case is exactly the same. We would like to drag u out of K . Denoting uˆ the
repositioned vertex, two constraints should be considered:
1. For any vertex w adjacent to u, the size of the edge (w; u) should not decrease. This
limits uˆ to be outside of a ball centered at w with a radius ||w − u||.
2. Dragging u to uˆ and taking the convex-hull will eliminate one or more vertices of
the original K . This bounds uˆ to be not “too far” from u (Fig. 2).
Dragging u until we reach the bounds we have described (Fig. 3) will not decrease
the size of the surface, due to the triangle inequality. Hence we may eliminate some of
the original vertices and apply the same procedure all over again. Note that each time
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Fig. 3. The new simplex is generated by dragging a vertex until it reaches the boundary of the constraints.
In the broken circles and lines are the new constrains after deleting some of the vertexes.
Fig. 4. The simplex, after dragging the vertex until it reaches the sphere. One can see that the size of the
surface only increases in the process.
Fig. 5. Adding a vertex on the sphere after all the other vertexes are already on the sphere. Again, the size
of the surface increases.
a vertex is repositioned, we either reach the unit sphere (Fig. 4) or eliminate at least
one vertex. Since K has <nite number of vertices, then after a <nite number of steps
we end up with uˆ on the unit sphere or with no vertex, i.e. the ball itself. Assuming
that all vertices are on the unit sphere we add more vertices to the sphere and take
the convex-hull. Obviously, the size of the surface will not decrease by these actions
(Fig. 5), meaning that adding a countable number of vertices we transform K to the
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unit ball without decreasing the size of its surface. We thus conclude that any simplex
K within the unit ball has a surface which is not larger than the surface of the unit
ball, i.e. the unit sphere.
Lemma C.2. For any /¿0; there exists a convex body K ⊆Bn such that the radius
r of the maximal ball contained in it is
r 6
Vol(K)+(n+ 1=2)
n−1=2
(1 + /): (C.1)
Proof. We know from the proof of Lemma 1 that the maximal radius of a ball con-
tained in a convex body K is related to the ratio between the volume of the body and
the volume of its edge. Therefore we would like to present a body with low volume
and large edge. The body we will use is a disc.
Fix 1¿r¿0 and de<ne K to be K = {x∈Bn | x0 ∈ [−r=2; r=2]}. K is a convex body
such that the maximal radius of a ball contained in it is r. The volume of K is easily
seen to be bounded by
rVol(Bn−1)¿ Vol(K)¿ rVol(Bn−1)
(
1− r
2
)n=2
: (C.2)
For small enough r; (1− r2 )n=2 ¿ 11+/ and therefore
r ¿
VolK
Vol(Bn−1)
(1 + /) (C.3)
and by plugging the volume of the n− 1 dimensional ball the proof is completed.
It follows from Lemmas 1 and C.2 that the bounds presented are almost tight:
Corollary C.1. Let c be the maximal constant such that any convex body K in the
unit ball has a ball of radius cVol(K) contained in it; then
+(n+ 1=2)
n−1=2
¿ c¿
+(n+ 2=2)
nn=2
: (C.4)
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